High-Performance and Flexible Shortwave Infrared Photodetectors Using Composites of Rare Earth-Doped Nanoparticles.
The growing demand of infrared sensors for emerging applications such as autonomous vehicles and remote control and sensing systems has driven the development of flexible, low-power, and sensitive infrared detectors for seamless product integration. Although semiconducting polymer (SCP)-based photodetectors are promising solutions, challenges in synthesis chemistry and high thermal dark currents associated with narrowing of band gaps have limited their progress. To address these challenges, we have designed a new class of composites comprising SCPs with moderate band gap and rare earth doped-nanoparticles (RENPs) that enable photon-to-electron conversion beyond the SCP's response range. Using this RENP-SCP (RE-SCP) composite, we demonstrated detection at multiple wavelengths (808, 975, and 1532 nm) for planar-type photodetectors. Notably, the RE-SCP composite-based device detected an eye-safe, shortwave infrared (SWIR) source at 1532 nm with high SWIR responsivity of 0.02 A/W and an SWIR external quantum efficiency of 2%. The key attribute governing the excellent SWIR responsivity and sensitivity was the distinctive SWIR upconversion characteristic of RENPs that extended and improved the SCP's detection range and performance, respectively. Additionally, the absence of significant performance degradation of the SWIR photodetector for bending curvatures from 0-0.67 cm-1 highlights the promise of our RE-SCP composite-based flexible SWIR photodetectors.